We calculate the transformation from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) photometric system to the Johnson-Morgan-Cousins System in the HK Survey. This research was done in late 2001, so the SDSS photometry was taken from the databases prior to the release of DR1. This paper is being posted because it is referenced in other papers in the literature, but will not be submitted to a refereed journal because it uses unpublished versions of the catalogs.
Introduction
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) photometric catalogs are an important source of stellar photometry, and must be understood in the context of decades of stellar research using different filter standards. In this paper a transformation is computed between the available SDSS photometry in October 2001 and stars of the HK objective prism survey as provided by T. Beers, private communication. A description of the HK survey and an earlier version of the catalog can be found at Preston, Schectman & Beers (1991) . The overlaps between the catalogs are relatively few because the faint limit of the HK survey is at approximately the same magnitude as the saturation limit of the SDSS. Neither of the catalogs compared here are standard versions, but were the only comparables available at the time. Technical SDSS details can be found in Gunn et al. (1998); Hogg et al. (2001); Pier et al. (2003) ; Smith et al. (2002); and York et al. (2000) . More recent transformation equations can be obtained from Jester et al. (2005) Table 1 lists the stars that were common to the HK survey and the SDSS survey in October 2001. Generation of both catalogs was a work in progress at that time. We selected from the HK catalog all stars whose J2000 coordinates matched SDSS catalog entries within:
We rejected any matches in which the SDSS star was saturated by checking the catalog flags:
We use the magnitude calculated from a fit of modeled stellar profile (point-spread-function, or PSF magnitude) to each object. Because these stars are too bright for sky noise affect the quality of the photometry, the use of aperture magnitudes would have made little difference.
All photometry in Table 1 has been corrected for interstellar reddening using the E B−V determined from the HK survey. Corrections for the SDSS photometry are determined from the standard extinction curve of Cardelli, Claydon, & Mathis (1989) , which for SDSS filters yields:
We noticed that the value of (U − B) is -9.990 for some stars in the original HK list. They were replaced by "· · ·" in the Table 1 . When we calculate the transformation which requires U band, these stars were not included. Three stars were removed from the original matched list because their SDSS photometry was suspicious: (RA, dec) = (199.9265, 3.9129), (224.7835, -0.2537), (200.7934, 4.6075) . Two of the stars were close to other bright starts which may have confused the SDSS object deldender. Fukugita et al. 1996 Figure 1 shows the color-color plots for the SDSS PSF magnitude against the HK survey U-B-V magnitudes of these stars. The coeffices in the equations, plotted as the lines, are derived using the Method of Least Squares. We notice that one star, (221.5996, -0.1158) is half a magnitude brighter in SDSS filters than we expect (though the colors are the same). It is labeled using a bold font in Table 1 . There is no reason to remove it from the catalog but we ignore it in all fits for filter transformations. Fukugita et al. (1996) described SDSS photometric system and gave the approximate color transformation equations from the Johnson-Morgan-Cousins system to the SDSS system. A comparison of our transformations to theirs is given below: For the blue stars from which our transformation was derived, our transformations are similar to Fukugita's. The (u * − g * ) transformation is the only one that is significantly discrepant. This is because the actual u * filter response is different from the theoretical curve used by Fukugita et al.(1996) .
Comparison of derived transformation to

Inverse Transformation Equations
We will discuss the inverse transformation from SDSS PSF magnitude to UBV system in this section. Magnitudes in the g * filter and g * − r * color are used as the primary parameters in the equations since the noise in u * is typically higher. We also considered other combinations of filters. Figures 2 and 3 show the results; the transformation is summaried below:
Conclusion
We have derived transformation equations between HK catalog photometry and SDSS photometry.
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